WIRELESS NOTIFICATION

Facility-Wide Alerting Keeps Staff Mobile and Connected
Provider 680 Nurse Call includes flexible options
to extend Nurse Call well beyond the nursing station.
These options include wireless phone integration,text
alerts, and automated overhead announcements that
notify caregivers of events while keeping them mobile
and tending to the safety and needs of their patients
or residents. Timely responses to routine or urgent
situations can positively affect patient/resident
satisfaction and safety.

Facility-Wide SIP Wireless
Phone Integration
Provider 680 supports SIP (Session
Initiated Protocol) phone integration to
the latest wireless phone technology
offered by Cisco, Spectralink, Ascom,
and others. Active calls route directly
to the assigned caregiver’s SIP phone
anywhere throughout the facility.
Answering calls directly, caregivers
can reassure patients/residents and
find out what they need. The wireless
phones save wasted trips as staff
already know what is needed before
going to the calling room. Wireless
phones also keep the facility quiet
from unnecessary overhead pages. When wireless phone group
text alerts are initiated, they notify the entire caregiver team of high
priority events, such as a Code call for the Code Crash Team or a
unit-wide Staff Emergency call.

Base Station Wireless Phone Integration
Provider 680 includes a wireless base station
caller ID telephone option for facilities when
a facility-wide wireless phone system is simply
too expensive. This wireless phone option
routes calls to a caregiver phone within the
range of a wireless base station telephone
and is often used when staffing down at
night; allowing caregivers to leave the nursing
station while still able to answer any patient
or resident calls.

INTEGRATED NURSE CALL SOLUTIONS

Text Alerts

Automated Overhead Paging

Pocket paging can be an extremely cost effective way
to alert caregivers throughout an entire facility or across a
multi-building campus. When a patient/resident places a call,
the text message is immediately routed to the caregiver’s
pager showing the room, bed, and call priority. If a caregiver
is occupied, their call is automatically routed to the next
caregiver on the team to speed the response. High priority
calls, such as Bed Exit or Staff Emergency, are routed
to teams of caregivers so the
closest team members
can assist as quickly
as possible.

On its own or to complement wireless phones or pocket
pagers, the automated overhead paging option announces
high priority patient/resident calls over corridor speakers.
Minimizing disruptions, only high priority calls such as Bed
Exit or Door Alarm announce over the corridor speakers near
the alarm. This automated audio page gives the exact location
and type of call for a quick staff response.

Scalable Solutions
The flexibility of Provider 680 gives facilities the wireless and
alerting options that best support their workflows and budget.
When needs change, the options can easily be added to an
existing system to complement the standard Nurse Call alerts.
Multiple modes of alerting reaches the closest caregivers who
are available to respond quickly to urgent situations.
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